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when they acquired wealth, to discontinue the manual labour, pro-
vided they kept up the establishment, and employed persons to work
at their paternal trades. Their houses are well-built, and richly
adorned with carved work. So much do they delight in ornaments
of this kind, in paintings, and fancy buildings, that the sums they
lavish on such ornaments are enormous. The natural disposition of
the native inhabitants of Kin-sai is pacific, and by the example of
their former king% who were themselves unwarlike, they have been
accustomed to habits of tranquillity. The management of arms is
unknown to them, nor do they keep any in their houses. Contentious
broils are never heard among them. They conduct their mercantile
and manufacturing concerns with perfect candour and probity.
VI. later chinese pragmatism
Wang Yang Ming (1472-1529)
There are no crises and problems beyond those of passion and
change. Are not pleasure, anger, sorrow, and joy passions of men ?
Seeing, hearing, talking, working, wealth and honour, poverty and
lowliness, sorrow and difficulty, death and life, all are vicissitudes
of life. All are included in the passions and feelings of men. These
need only to be in a state of perfect equilibrium and harmony, which,
in turn, depends upon being watchful over one's self.
Pleasure, anger, sorrow, and joy are in their natural condition in
the state of equilibrium and harmony. As soon as the individual
adds a little of his own ideas, he oversteps and fails to maintain the
state of equilibrium and harmony. This implies selfishness. In sub-
duing one's self, one must dear out selfish desire completely, so that
not a bit is left. If a litde is left, all sorts of evil will be induced to
make their entrance.
If a person unceasingly applies himself truly and earnestly, he
will daily better comprehend the subtle essence of the moral prin-
ciples of the mind, as well as the subtlety of selfish desires. If he does
not use his efforts in controlling himself, he will continually talk and
yet never comprehend the meaning of moral principles or of selfish
deSire"	(Tr. F. G. henke, Open Court.)
VII. the true chinese
Meng-tse
Man's impulse is to do good, for his nature is good. That he does
not do good is not the fault of his natural faculty. A feeling of sym-
pathy everybody has; a feeling of shame everybody has; a feeling of

